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Abstract
Pictures taken by a rotating camera cover the viewing
sphere surrounding the center of rotation. Having a set of
images registered and blended on the sphere what is left to
be done, in order to obtain a ﬂat panorama, is projecting
the spherical image onto a picture plane. This step is unfor-
tunately not obvious – the surface of the sphere may not be
ﬂattened onto a page without some form of distortion. The
objective of this paper is discussing the difﬁculties and op-
portunities that are connected to the projection from view-
ing sphere to image plane. We ﬁrst explore a number of al-
ternatives to the commonly used linear perspective projec-
tion. These are ‘global’ projections and do not depend on
image content. We then show that multiple projections may
coexist successfully in the same mosaic: these projections
are chosen locally and depend on what is present in the pic-
tures. We show that such multi-view projections can pro-
duce more compelling results than the global projections.
1. Introduction
As we explore a scene we turn our eyes and head and
capture images in a wide ﬁeld of view. Recent advances in
storage, computation and display technology have made it
possible to develop ‘virtual reality’ environments where the
user feels ‘immersed’ in a virtual scene and can explore it by
moving within it. However, the humble still picture, painted
or printed on a ﬂat surface, is still a popular medium: it
is inexpensive to reproduce, easy and convenient to carry,
store and display. Even more importantly, it has unrivaled
size, resolution and contrast. Furthermore, the advent of in-
expensive digital cameras, their seamless integration with
computers, and recent progress in detecting and matching
informative image features [4] together with the develop-
ment of good blending techniques [7, 5] have made it possi-
ble for any amateur photographer to produce automatically
mosaics of photographs covering very wide ﬁelds of view
and conveying the vivid visual impression of large panora-
mas. Such mosaics are superior to panoramic pictures taken
with conventional ﬁsh-eye lenses in many respects: they
may span wider ﬁelds of view, they have unlimited reso-
lution, they make use of cheaper optics and they are not
restricted to the projection geometry imposed by the lens.
The geometry of single view point panoramas has long
been well understood [12, 21]. This has been used for mo-
saicing of video sequences (e.g., [13, 20]) as well as for ob-
taining super-resolution images (e.g., [6, 23]). By contrast
when the point of view changes the mosaic is ‘impossible’
unless the structure of the scene is very special. When all
pictures share the same center of projection C, we can con-
sider the viewing sphere, i.e., the unit sphere centered in
C, and identify each pixel in each picture with the ray con-
necting C with that pixel and passing through the surface
of the viewing sphere, as well as through the physical point
in the scene that is imaged by that pixel. By detecting and
matching visual features in different images we may regis-
ter automatically the images with respect to each other. We
may then map every pixel of every image we collected to
the corresponding point of the viewing sphere and obtain
a spherical image that summarizes all our information on
the scene. This spherical image is the most natural repre-
sentation: we may represent this way a scene of arbitrary
angular width and if we place our head in C, the center of
the sphere, we may rotate it around and capture the same
images as if we were in the scene.
What is left to be done, in order to obtain our panorama-
on-a-page, is projecting the spherical image onto a picture
plane. This step is unfortunately not obvious – the surface
of the sphere may not be ﬂattened onto a page without some
form of distortion. The choice of projection from the sphere
to the plane has been dealt with extensively by painters and
cartographers. An excellent review is provided in [9].
The best known projection is linear perspective (also
called ‘gnomonic’ and ‘rectilinear’). It may be obtained by
projecting the relevant points of the viewing sphere onto a
tangent plane, by means of rays emanating from the cen-
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ter of the sphere C. Linear perspective became popular
amongst painters during the Renaissance. Brunelleschi is
credited with being the ﬁrst to use correct linear perspec-
tive. Alberti wrote the ﬁrst textbook on linear perspective
describing the main construction methods [1]. It is believed
by many to be the only ‘correct’ projection because it maps
lines in 3D space to lines on the 2D image plane and be-
cause when the picture is viewed from one special point, the
‘center of projection’ of the picture, the retinal image that is
obtained is the same as when observing the original scene.
A further, somewhat unexpected, virtue is that perspective
pictures look ‘correct’ even if the viewer moves away from
the center of projection, a very useful phenomenon called
‘robustness of perspective’ [18, 22].
Unfortunately, linear perspective has a number of draw-
backs. First of all: it may only represent scenes that are
at most 180◦ wide: as the ﬁeld of view becomes wider,
the area of the tangent plane dedicated to representing one
degree of visual angle in the peripheral portion of the pic-
ture becomes very large compared to the center, and even-
tually becomes unbounded. Second, there is an even more
stringent limit to the size of the visual ﬁeld that may be
represented successfully using linear perspective: beyond
widths of 30◦-40◦ architectural structures (parallelepipeds
and cylinders) appear to be distorted, despite the fact that
their edges are straight [18, 14]. Furthermore, spheres that
are not in the center of the viewing ﬁeld project to el-
lipses onto the image plane and appear unnatural and dis-
torted [18] (see Fig 1). Renaissance painters knew of these
shortcomings and adopted a number of corrective mea-
sures [14], some of which we will discuss later.
The objective of this paper is discussing the difﬁculties
and opportunities that are connected to the projection from
viewing sphere to image plane, in the context of digital im-
age mosaics. We ﬁrst argue that linear perspective is not the
only valid projections, and explore a number of alternatives
which were developed by artists and cartographers. These
are ‘global’ projections and do not depend on image con-
tent. We explore experimentally the tradeoffs of these pro-
jections: how they distort architecture and people and how
well do they tolerate wide ﬁelds of view. We then show that
multiple projections may coexist successfully in the same
mosaic: these projections are chosen locally and depend on
what is seen in the pictures that form the mosaic. We show
experimentally that the such a content based approach often
produces more compelling results than the traditional ap-
proach which utilizes geometry only. We conclude with a
discussion of the work that lies ahead.
In this paper we do not address issues of image reg-
istration and image blending. In all our experiments the
computation of the transformations of the input images to
the sphere and the blending of the images was done using
Matthew Brown’s Autostitch software [4, 2].
Figure 1. Perspective distortions. Left: Five pho-
tographs of the same person taken by a rotating cam-
era, after rectiﬁcation (removing spherical lens dis-
tortion). Right: An overlay of the ﬁve photographs af-
ter blackening everything but the person’s face shows
that spherical objects look distorted under perspec-
tive projection even at mild viewing angles. For ex-
ample, here, the centers of the faces in the corners
are at ∼ 20◦ horizontal eccentricity.
2 Global Projections
What are the alternatives to linear perspective?
An important drawback of linear perspective is the ex-
cessive scaling of sizes at high eccentricities. Consider
a painter taking measurements in the scene by using her
thumb and using these measurements to scale objects on
the canvas. She takes angular measurements in the scene
and translates them into linear measurements onto the can-
vas. This construction is called Postel projection [9]. It
avoids the ‘explosion’ of sizes in the periphery of the pic-
ture. Along lines radiating from the point where the picture
plane touches the viewing sphere, it actually maps lengths
on the sphere to equal lengths in the image. Lines that run
orthogonal to those (i.e., concentric circles around the tan-
gent point) will be magniﬁed at higher eccentricities, but
much less than by linear perspective. The Postel projection
is close to the cartographic stereographic projection. The
stereographic projection is obtained by using the pole oppo-
site to the point of tangency as the center of projection.
Consider now the situation in which we wish to repre-
sent a very wide ﬁeld of view. A viewer contemplating a
wide panorama will rotate his head around a vertical axis in
order to take in the full view. Suppose now that the view
has been transformed into a ﬂat picture hanging on a wall
and consider a viewer exploring that picture: the viewer will
walk in front of the picture with a translatory motion that is
parallel to the wall. If we replace rotation around a vertical
axis with sideways translation in front of the picture we ob-
tain a family of projections which are popular with cartog-
raphers. Wrap a sheet of paper around the viewing sphere
forming a cylinder that touches the sphere at the equator.
One may project the meridians onto the cylinder by main-
taining lengths along vertical lines, thus obtaining the ge-
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Figure 2. Spherical projections. Figures taken out of Matlab’s help pages visualizing the distortions of various
projections. Grid lines correspond to longitude and latitude lines. Small circles are placed at regular intervals across
the globe. After projection, the small circles appear as ellipses (called Tissot indicatrices) of various sizes, elongations,
and orientations. The sizes and shapes of the ellipses reﬂect the projection distortions.
ographic projection. Alternatively, one may want to vary
locally the scale of the meridians so that they keep in pro-
portion with the parallels. This is the Mercator projection
(for mathematical deﬁnitions of these projections see [16]).
Figure 2 visualizes the properties of these projections.
Grid lines correspond to longitude and latitude lines. When
projecting images onto the sphere, vertical lines are pro-
jected onto longitude lines. Horizontal lines are not pro-
jected onto latitude lines but rather onto tilted great circles,
thus the visualization of the latitude lines does not convey
what happens to horizontal image lines. All of these projec-
tions are global and are independent of the image content.
Figure 3 illustrates the above projections on a panorama
constructed of images taken at an indoor scene. This is a
typical example of panoramas of man-made environments
which usually contain many straight lines. Selecting from
the above projections implies bending either the horizon-
tal lines, the vertical lines, or both. In most cases a bet-
ter choice is to keep vertical lines straight as this results in
a panorama where narrow vertical slits look correct. This
matches the observations in [22], which shows that our per-
ception of a picture is affected by the fact that normally peo-
ple shift their gaze horizontally and rarely shift it vertically.
Shifting one’s gaze horizontally across a panorama looks
best when vertical lines are not bent. This motivates the
use of either the Geographic or the Mercator projections. In
both these projections the rotation of the camera is trans-
formed into sideways motion of the observer.
When the camera performs mostly pan motion, i.e.,
when the vertical angle is small, both projections produce
practically the same result. However, for larger tilt an-
gles the Geographic projection distorts circles, i.e., it does
not maintain correct proportions, while the Mercator does
maintain conformality, thus theMercator projection is a bet-
ter option (see Figure 4). Note, that the conformality im-
plies that in the Mercator projection spherical and cylindri-
cal objects, such as people, are not distorted but the back-
ground is, see for example Figure 7.
An important issue in all cylindrical projections is the
choice of equator. Once the images are on the sphere one
can rotate the sphere in any desired way before projecting to
the plane. In other words, the cylinder wrapping the sphere
can touch the sphere along an equator of choice. When a
wrong equator is selected, vertical lines in 3D space will
not be projected onto vertical lines in the panorama (see left
panel of Figure 5). Finding the correct equator is easy. The
user is requested to mark a single vertical line and a horizon
point in one (or two) of the input images. The sphere is
then rotated so that projection of the marked vertical line
aligns with a longitude line and the equator goes through
the selected horizon point. This results in a straightened
panorama, see for example, right panel of Figure 5.
Should other projections be considered? Yes, we think
so. The Transverse Mercator projection is known in
the mapping world as an excellent choice for mapping ar-
eas that are elongated north-to-south. This corresponds to
panoramas with little pan motion and large tilt motion. The
bending of vertical lines is small near the meridian, thus,
when the pan angle is small we are better off using the
Transverse Mercator projection which keeps the horizontal
lines straight. This is illustrated in Figures 4, 6.
For far away outdoors scenes almost any projection looks
good as the scenes rarely contain any straight lines. Never-
theless, too much bending might disturb the eye even on
free form objects like clouds. This implies the usage of the
stereographic projection, which bends both vertical and hor-
izontal lines but less than the cylindrical projections.
So, which is the best option? Unfortunately, there is no
single answer. As discussed in above, each photographing
setup will have its own best solution. Instead, in the next
section we suggest a multi-view approach and show exper-
imentally that it produces better looking mosaics.
3 Multi View Projection
The projections explored in Section 2 are ‘global’, in that
once a tangent point or a tangent line is chosen, the projec-
tion is completely determined by this parameter. As can be
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Figure 3. Spherical projections. There are many spherical projections. Each has its pros and cons.
Mercator With Wrong Equator Mercator With Correct Equator
Figure 5.Choice of equator (The Pantheon). A wrong choice of the equator results in tilted vertical lines. The columns
on the right and left appear converging. Correcting the equator selection results in columns standing up-right.
seen in the example ﬁgures, they all introduce some dis-
tortions. Zorin and Barr [24] suggested an approach to re-
move distortions from perspective images by compromis-
ing between bending lines and distorting spheres. They
present impressive results, however, their solution is lim-
ited to ﬁelds of view which can be covered by the linear
perspective projection. Using a single global projection is
by no means a necessary property for a good projection. We
may instead tailor the projection locally to the content of the
images in order to improve the ﬁnal effect. We next explore
a few options for such multi-view projections.
3.1 Multi-Plane Perspective Projection
As was shown in Section 2, a global projection of wide
panoramas bends lines, which is unpleasant to the eye. To
obtain both a rectilinear appearance and a large ﬁeld of view
we suggest using a multi-plane perspective projection. Such
multi-plane projections were suggested by Greene [11] for
rendering textured surfaces. Rather than projecting the
sphere onto a single plane, multiple tangent planes to the
sphere are used. Each projection is linear perspective. The
tangent planes have to be arranged so that they may be un-
folded into a ﬂat surface without distortion, e.g., the points
of tangency belong to a maximal circle. One may think
of the intersections of the tangent planes being ﬁtted with
hinges that allow ﬂattening. The projection onto each plane
is perspective and covers only a limited ﬁeld of view, thus it
is pleasant to the eye.
This process introduces large orientation discontinuities
at the intersection between the projection planes, however,
in many man-made environment these discontinuities will
not be noticed if they occur along natural discontinuities.
The tangent planes must therefore be chosen in a way that
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Figure 6. Vertical panoramas. Left and right panels show results before and after cropping (see Section 3.3 for
further details). For wide angle panoramas, perspective cannot capture the full range, thus the photographers legs are
excluded. Geographic distorts proportions (see how squashed the legs look). Mercator stretches the legs across the
bottom. Transverse-Mercator captures both the sculpture and the photographer which suggests it is the best global
projection option for narrow vertical panoramas. Multi-Plane does even better.
Figure 4. Preserving proportions. The Geographic
projection distorts the circular pot at the bottom into
an ellipse. The Mercator projection does not.
ﬁts the geometry of the scene, e.g. so that the vertical edges
of a room project onto the seams and each projection plane
corresponds to a single wall. Orientation discontinuities
caused by the projection this way co-occur with orientation
discontinuities in the scene and therefore they are visually
unnoticeable (see Figures 3, 7, 6). Sometimes no seam may
be found that completely corresponds to discontinuities in
the scene: for example in Figure 9 the chair on the right
is clearly distorted. Another caveat is that some arrange-
ments will cause a loss in the impression of depth: for ex-
ample, when projecting a panorama of a standard room onto
a square prism (see left panel of Figure 8). Most often the
sensation of depth can be maintained by appropriate choice
of the projection planes (see right panel of ﬁgure 8).
We have currently implemented a simple user inter-
face to allow choosing the position of the multiple tan-
gent planes. We assume that the hinges between tangent
planes are either associated to vertical or horizontal lines:
the user is presented with the Geographic projection of the
panorama and clicks once anywhere on a single vertical line
to choose a seam and once again to choose the point of tan-
gency of each projection plane. Automating this operation
is an interesting exercise which we leave for the future.
3.2 Preserving Foreground Objects
The multi-plane perspective projection takes us back to
the second challenge presented in Section 1. Recall, that
even for small ﬁelds of view nearby (foreground) objects are
often perceived as distorted. Our solution to this problem
draws its inspiration from the Renaissance artists.
During the Renaissance the rules of perspective were un-
derstood, and linear perspective was used to produce pic-
tures that had a realistic look. Painters noticed earlier on,
that spheres and cylinders (and therefore people) would ap-
pear distorted if they were painted according to the rules of
a global perspective projection (a sphere will project to an
ellipse). It thus became common practice to paint people,
spheres and cylinders by using linear perspective centered
around each object. (see for example the The School of
Athens by Raphael [18, 14]). This results in paintings with
multiple view points. There is one global view point used
for the background and an additional view point for each
foreground person/object.
Renaissance paintings look good precisely because they
are constructed using a multiplicity of projections. Each
projection is chosen in order to minimize the apparent dis-
tortion of either the ambient architecture, or of a speciﬁc
person/object. We follow this example and adopt the multi-
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Figure 7. Architecture vs. spherical objects. Perspective projection distorts people at large viewing angles. Merca-
tor projection keeps the people undistorted, but distorts the wall and white-board at the background. The Multi-Plane
projection provides the most compelling result with no noticeable distortions in both background and people.
view point approach to construct realistic looking panora-
mas. We ﬁrst separate the background and foreground ob-
jects. A panorama is constructed from the background by
using a global projection: perspective for ﬁelds of view that
are narrower than, say, 40◦ and Multi-Plane otherwise. The
foreground objects are projected using a ‘local’ perspec-
tive projection, with a central line of sight going through
the center of each object, and then they are pasted onto the
background. More in detail:
(1) Obtain a foreground-background segmentation for
each image and cut out the foreground objects [15, 19].
Currently we use the GIMP [10] implementation of In-
telligent Scissors [17] which requires manual interac-
tion, we found it to take less than a minute per image.
(2) Fill in the holes in the background caused by cutting
out the foreground objects using a texture propagation
technique (e.g., [8, 3]). We used our implementation of
[8]. Note, that the hole ﬁlling need not be perfect as most
of it will be covered eventually by the repasting of the
foreground objects. As we are most sensitive to people’s
distortions, one could acquire each picture containing a
person a second time, once the person moved. In that
case hole ﬁlling won’t be required.
(3) Build a panorama of the ﬁlled background images.
(4)Overlay foreground objects on top of the background
panorama. For each foreground object, ﬁnd its bounding
box in the original image and in the panorama if it were
projected along with the background. Rescale the cut-
out object to have the same height as its projection (note,
that the width will be different). Paste the object so that
the centers of the bounding boxes align.
This process is illustrated in Figure 10. Five frames were
taken out of a video sequence showing a child walking from
right to left, while facing the camera. The child was cut-out
from each image, texture propagation was used to ﬁll in the
holes and a perspective panorama of the background was
constructed (see Figure 10 top). The cut-outs of the child
were then pasted onto the background in two ways. Once
applying the same perspective projection used for the back-
ground, which resulted in distorting the child’s head into a
variety of ellipsoidal shapes (see Figure 10 middle). Then
using the multi-view approach described above which pro-
duced a signiﬁcantly better looking result, removing all the
head distortions, see Figure 10 bottom. Another example
is displayed in Figure 11 (for this example we had avail-
able clear background images so hole ﬁlling was not re-
quired). Figure 9 displays our full solution including both
multi-plane projection for the background and multi-view
projection to correct the chair in the foreground.
3.3 Visualization Details
When the images do not cover the full viewing sphere,
the boundaries of the panorama can have all sort of shapes,
depending on the projection, e.g., see left panel of Fig-
ure 6. Thus, for visualization purposes, the panoramas were
cropped to display a complete rectangular portion. This re-
sults in different coverage areas for each projection. The un-
cropped panoramas, as well as more results can be found at:
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/lihi/SquarePanorama.html
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Figure 8. Multi-Plane projection. In each panel the top ﬁgure displays the geographic projection and the interaction
required by the user - deﬁnition of the intersection lines between the tangent planes (marked in blue) and the center of
projection for each tangent plane (marked in green and red). The middle panel displays a top view of the projection.
The bottom panel displays the ﬁnal result.
Mercator Multi-Plane Multi-Plane Multi-View
Figure 9. Multi-Plane Multi-View. The multi-plane projection rectiﬁed the background but the chair on the right got
distorted. Using the Multi-View approach the chair is undistorted.
4 Discussion & Conclusions
The challenge of constructing panoramas from images
taken from a single viewpoint goes beyond image matching
and image blending. The choice of the mapping between
the viewing sphere and the image plane is an interesting
problem in itself. Artists and cartographers have explored
this problem and have proposed a number of useful global
projections. Additionally, artists have developed a practice
to use multiple local projections which are guided by the
content of the images. Inspired by the artists we have pro-
posed a new set of projections which incorporate multiple
local projections with multiple view points into the same
panorama to produce more compelling results. Further au-
tomating this process is a worthwhile challenge for machine
vision researchers.
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